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ALBANY — You may remember Howie Hawkins for his quixotic attempts to unseatALBANY — You may remember Howie Hawkins for his quixotic attempts to unseat
Andrew Cuomo. A three-time Green Party nominee for governor, Hawkins receivedAndrew Cuomo. A three-time Green Party nominee for governor, Hawkins received
just 1.7 percent of the votejust 1.7 percent of the vote in the 2018 race — placing a  in the 2018 race — placing a verrrry verrrry distant third.distant third.

Given the humble metrics of success observed by the Greens, that result wasGiven the humble metrics of success observed by the Greens, that result was
apparently enough to make Hawkins the party's presidential nominee. So far, theapparently enough to make Hawkins the party's presidential nominee. So far, the
Syracuse resident has won 17 of the 19 Green Party state presidential contests.Syracuse resident has won 17 of the 19 Green Party state presidential contests.

Running for president as a Green is a weird and thankless task. You won't win, butRunning for president as a Green is a weird and thankless task. You won't win, but
you might do just well enough to become a scapegoat.you might do just well enough to become a scapegoat.

That's what happened in 2000 to Ralph Nader, who some Democrats blamed forThat's what happened in 2000 to Ralph Nader, who some Democrats blamed for
tilting the election to George W. Bush. And that's what happened four years ago totilting the election to George W. Bush. And that's what happened four years ago to
Jill Stein, who received just one percent of the national vote but still was fingered asJill Stein, who received just one percent of the national vote but still was fingered as
a culprit in Hillary Clinton's surprise loss to Donald Trump. Clinton even called hera culprit in Hillary Clinton's surprise loss to Donald Trump. Clinton even called her
"a Russian asset" — an outrageous, evidence-free smear."a Russian asset" — an outrageous, evidence-free smear.

You're sure you want to do this, Howie? Yes, he's sure.You're sure you want to do this, Howie? Yes, he's sure.

"I think the people who like what we're saying will like that we said it," Hawkins"I think the people who like what we're saying will like that we said it," Hawkins
told me during a recent call, saying regular voters welcome the choice third partiestold me during a recent call, saying regular voters welcome the choice third parties
offer. "It's the talking heads who may not like it."offer. "It's the talking heads who may not like it."
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Hawkins, 67, is a former construction worker and UPS employee, now retired. HeHawkins, 67, is a former construction worker and UPS employee, now retired. He
has run for office has run for office many timesmany times, never successfully. He grew up in sunny California,, never successfully. He grew up in sunny California,
but has lived in snowy Syracuse for decades.but has lived in snowy Syracuse for decades.

When we spoke, Hawkins made it clear his campaign will be aimed squarely atWhen we spoke, Hawkins made it clear his campaign will be aimed squarely at
supporters of Bernie Sanders and other progressives. If you support Medicare forsupporters of Bernie Sanders and other progressives. If you support Medicare for
All or the Green New Deal, he said, then the presumptive Democratic nomineeAll or the Green New Deal, he said, then the presumptive Democratic nominee
shouldn't get your vote.shouldn't get your vote.

"We're the campaign that is for those things, while Joe Biden isn't for any of those"We're the campaign that is for those things, while Joe Biden isn't for any of those
things," Hawkins said. "Don't waste your vote. Make your vote count."things," Hawkins said. "Don't waste your vote. Make your vote count."

Those words will terrify (or infuriate) Democrats who worry that disaffectedThose words will terrify (or infuriate) Democrats who worry that disaffected
progressives, Sanders supporters especially, will hand the election to Trump byprogressives, Sanders supporters especially, will hand the election to Trump by
refusing to vote for a centrist. Some argue that the November election is too crucialrefusing to vote for a centrist. Some argue that the November election is too crucial
to be messed up by third-party candidates who to be messed up by third-party candidates who can only cause troublecan only cause trouble..

As evidence, they point to the 2016 results in Michigan, one of several key swingAs evidence, they point to the 2016 results in Michigan, one of several key swing
states where the Green Party allegedly tilted the race to Trump. There, Steinstates where the Green Party allegedly tilted the race to Trump. There, Stein
received 51,000 votes while Trump defeated Clinton by a mere 10,000.received 51,000 votes while Trump defeated Clinton by a mere 10,000.

A clear-cut case that Stein is responsible for Clinton's defeat? Hardly.A clear-cut case that Stein is responsible for Clinton's defeat? Hardly.

People forget that Gary Johnson, the Libertarian candidate and a formerPeople forget that Gary Johnson, the Libertarian candidate and a former
Republican governor of New Mexico, received 172,000 votes in Michigan and 4.5Republican governor of New Mexico, received 172,000 votes in Michigan and 4.5
million votes nationally. If we're to believe that all the Johnson votes would havemillion votes nationally. If we're to believe that all the Johnson votes would have
gone to Trump and all the Stein votes would have gone to Clinton, then Trumpgone to Trump and all the Stein votes would have gone to Clinton, then Trump
would have won Michigan easily — and won the national popular vote, too.would have won Michigan easily — and won the national popular vote, too.

But that's poppycock. Elections But that's poppycock. Elections don't actually work that waydon't actually work that way, in part because if, in part because if
Johnson and Stein hadn't been on the ballot, many of their voters would haveJohnson and Stein hadn't been on the ballot, many of their voters would have
stayed home.stayed home.

I mean, imagine if a store offered only two brands of cereal, a kind you don't likeI mean, imagine if a store offered only two brands of cereal, a kind you don't like
and another you despise. Wouldn't you leave without buying cereal?and another you despise. Wouldn't you leave without buying cereal?

Meanwhile, we're often told that voting for third-party candidates is akin to votingMeanwhile, we're often told that voting for third-party candidates is akin to voting
for the opposing ideology, as in: for the opposing ideology, as in: A vote for Hawkins is really a vote for Trump! AndA vote for Hawkins is really a vote for Trump! And
why would a progressive want to help a guy who opposes everything progressiveswhy would a progressive want to help a guy who opposes everything progressives
want?!want?!

While that argument might resonate in swing states, most Americans don't live inWhile that argument might resonate in swing states, most Americans don't live in
swing states. Instead, they're in places like New York, where the Electoral Collegeswing states. Instead, they're in places like New York, where the Electoral College
dilutes the value of a vote. Joe Biden will win deep-blue New York as surely asdilutes the value of a vote. Joe Biden will win deep-blue New York as surely as
Donald Trump will win scarlet-red Oklahoma, so New Yorkers (and Oklahomans)Donald Trump will win scarlet-red Oklahoma, so New Yorkers (and Oklahomans)
are free to vote their consciences without worrying about the consequence.are free to vote their consciences without worrying about the consequence.

OK, but some on the left, OK, but some on the left, including environmental activist Bill McKibbenincluding environmental activist Bill McKibben, argue, argue
that Hawkins should explicitly "stand down" in swing states to avoid aiding Trump.that Hawkins should explicitly "stand down" in swing states to avoid aiding Trump.
Hawkins rejected the suggestion when we spoke, though, saying Democrats couldHawkins rejected the suggestion when we spoke, though, saying Democrats could
make the whole issue irrelevant by tailoring their appeal to progressives and themake the whole issue irrelevant by tailoring their appeal to progressives and the
large number of working-class voters who rarely vote.large number of working-class voters who rarely vote.
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I asked Hawkins what he'd do if he, like the shopper in my silly cereal analogy, wereI asked Hawkins what he'd do if he, like the shopper in my silly cereal analogy, were
forced to choose between Biden, Trump or not voting at all.forced to choose between Biden, Trump or not voting at all.

"I'd probably vote for Biden," he said. "Biden is the lesser evil. But if you vote for the"I'd probably vote for Biden," he said. "Biden is the lesser evil. But if you vote for the
lesser evil, you keep going with evil."lesser evil, you keep going with evil."

If Hawkins keeps talking like that, somebody's going to claim he's working for theIf Hawkins keeps talking like that, somebody's going to claim he's working for the
Russians.Russians.
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